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Using density functional theory (DFT) calculations with the screened hybrid functional of Heyd,7

Scuseria, and Ernzerhof (HSE06), we study the effects of hydrostatic pressure on the electronic8

properties of LaAs. We focus on the band crossing near theX point that can make LaAs a topological9

semimetal, discussing results of both DFT within the generalized gradient approximation (GGA)10

and the HSE06 hybrid functional. We find that in DFT-GGA, under the calculated equilibrium11

lattice parameter, LaAs displays a crossing between the highest As p band and the lowest La d band12

near the X point due to the overestimated p-d band overlap. Such crossing does not occur when13

the band overlap is corrected in the HSE06 calculation. However, we find that the p-d crossing can14

be induced in LaAs under hydrostatic pressure, showing a topological phase transition at ∼7 GPa.15

The rocksalt crystal structure of LaAs is predicted to be stable under applied pressure up to 2016

GPa, in good agreement with experimental observations.17

Rare-earth monopnictides LnX (where Ln is a rare-18

earth, and X=As, Sb, Bi) have a simple rock-salt19

crystal structure, yet display complex magnetic and20

electrical properties,1,2 including extreme magnetore-21

sistance (XMR)3–5 and superconductivity.6,7 They are22

all reported to be semimetals and, except for LaX,23

YX, and LuX, they are also antiferromagnetic at low24

temperatures8–14 because of the rare-earth partially filled25

f orbitals. In analogy to topological insulators, with con-26

ducting surface states due to non-trivial topology of their27

bulk band structure,15,16 some LnX compounds also dis-28

play topologically protected surface states. Topological29

semimetals have been classified as Weyl, Dirac and nodal-30

line semimetals.17–19 A necessary condition for the sta-31

bility of these topological phases is the presence of cer-32

tain symmetries. For example, a Dirac point of a Dirac33

semimetal is only stable if the material preserves time34

reversal (TRS) and space inversion symmetry.20 If any35

one of these symmetries is broken, the Dirac point splits36

into two Weyl points with opposite chiralities.20 There37

is also a class of topological systems called Z2 topologi-38

cal semimetals.21 Even though they do not display a gap39

in the bulk band structure, as in the case of LaBi,5,2240

they are still characterized by non-trivial Z2 invariant41

which requires TRS to protect their non-trivial topolog-42

ical properties. The existence of a direct gap at each k43

point in the bulk Brillouin zone enables the definition of44

the Z2 invariant for these materials.45

LaBi, LaSb, and LaAs have shown XMR effects,46

making them promising for sensors and spintronic47

devices,23–26 yet the cause of which remains unsettled.48

Currently proposed models are based either on the49

electron-hole compensation27 or on the presence of non-50

trivial topology in their band structures.28 There is also51

a recent report on YSb,29 a semimetal with rock salt52

crystal structure and lack of topologically protected sur-53

face states, where XMR is observed and attributed to54

a combination of near electron-hole compensation and55

very different electron and hole mobilities. Electron-hole56

compensation likely plays an important role in XMR as57

seen in recent studies of LaSb and LaBi.22,30 In the con-58

text of a topological spectrum, LaBi is on one side with59

non-trivial topology, whereas LaAs would be on the other60

side, possibly displaying trivial topology, and LaSb would61

be on the border line of being a topological semimetal.3,3162

Whether LaSb is a topological semimetal has been63

somewhat debated in the literature.22,31,32 Guo et al.2264

performed DFT-GGA and meta-GGA (MBJ) calcula-65

tions for the band structure of LaSb, finding different66

results for the two functionals. While DFT-GGA calcula-67

tions indicate that LaSb is a topological semimetal, MBJ68

calculations, where the overlap of the La d-band and Sb69

p-band is supposedly corrected, indicate that LaSb is a70

trivial semimetal. More recently, Guo et al.33 performed71

HSE06 hybrid functional calculations, finding that LaSb72

is a trivial semimetal. Experimental results have also73

been controversial. Niu et al.32 reported the observation74

of linear-dispersion states near the Fermi level in LaSb75

using ARPES, yet their measurements could not identify76

whether an odd or even number band crossings lie below77

the Fermi level due to the proximity to the bulk bands.78

On the other hand, ARPES measurements by Nummy et79

al.31 indicate that LaSb shows a trivial band structure,80

yet it is on the verge of becoming a topological semimetal,81

in disagreement with their own DFT-GGA calculations.82

In this paper we show that LaSb and LaAs are indeed83

topologically trivial semimetals, with LaSb being very84

close to become a topological semimetal, in agreement85

with angle resolved photoelectron spectroscopy (ARPES)86

measurements3,31 and recent calculations.33 We also pre-87

dict that applying hydrostatic pressure leads to non-88

trivial topology in LaAs. We find that LaAs becomes89

topologically non-trivial at around 7 GPa, while preserv-90

ing the electron-hole compensation and crystal structure91

undisturbed, making it an interesting testing case for92

the two competing models to understand XMR effects93
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in these materials.94

The calculations are based on the density func-95

tional theory (DFT)34,35 with the projector augmented-96

wave (PAW) method36,37 as implemented in the VASP97

code.38,39 We carry out calculations using DFT within98

the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) of99

Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE)40 as well as the screened100

hybrid functional of Heyd, Scuseria, and Ernzerhof101

(HSE06).41,42 In the HSE06, the exchange potential is di-102

vided into long range and short range parts, separated by103

a screening parameter (ω= 0.20 Å−1). In the short-range104

part, the Hartree-Fock exchange is mixed with PBE ex-105

change, with a ratio of 25:75.43 The long-range part and106

the correlation is described according to the PBE func-107

tional. The PAW potential for As contains five valence108

electrons with 4s24p3 configuration, whereas for La there109

are nine valence electrons, i.e., 5p66s25d1 configuration.110

We used a 300 eV kinetic-energy cutoff for the plane-111

wave basis set. The rock-salt crystal structure has two112

atoms in the primitive cell, located at (0,0,0) and at113

(0.5,0.5,0.5). For the Brillouin-zone sampling, we use a114

8×8×8 Γ-centered k-point mesh. In the calculations of115

the crystal under pressure, we use a variable cell relax-116

ation at different applied pressures, in the range of 0-28117

GPa.118

The effects of spin-orbit coupling (SOC) were included119

only in the band structure calculations, not in the cell op-120

timization. Since LaAs in the rock-salt crystal structure121

has both time-reversal symmetry and inversion symme-122

try, the Z2 topological invariant is calculated from the123

parity of the occupied bands at the eight time-reversal124

invariant momentum (TRIM) points.44125

LaAs is stable in rock-salt structure at ambient pres-126

sure. The calculated equilibrium lattice parameter us-127

ing DFT-GGA is 6.187 Å, and 6.173 Å using HSE06, in128

good agreement with the experimental value of 6.137 Å.45129

The calculated electronic band structure of LaAs using130

DFT-GGA and HSE06 are shown Figure 1. We focus on131

the bands within 2 eV of the Fermi level. The partially132

occupied bands at Γ (hole pockets) are derived mainly133

from As 4p orbitals, and the partially occupied bands at134

the X point (electron pockets) are derived mainly from135

La 5d orbitals. The band inversion near the X point136

would be a sign of topologically non-trivial band struc-137

ture, as in the case of LaBi, a similar material for which138

such band inversion has been established theoretically139

and experimentally.46140

Previous calculations have reported qualitatively dif-141

ferent results for the electronic structure of LaAs,3,47142

depending on the exchange-correlation functional em-143

ployed. In standard DFT-GGA calculations,3 LaAs is144

a semimetal with the As p and La d bands crossing near145

the X point. By applying an external repulsive potential146

U=1.63 eV to the La d in the DFT-GGA+U method,147

the overlap between the As p-La d is reduced to 0.20 eV,148

and the crossing disappears.3 By employing the modified149

Becke-Johnson meta-GGA for the exchange potential,48150

LaAs is a semiconductor with an indirect band gap of 0.20151
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FIG. 1. (color online) Electronic Band structure of LaAs in
rock-salt structure using (a) DFT-GGA functional and (b)
the HSE06 hybrid functional with spin-orbit coupling. The
Fermi level is set to zero.

eV.3 In recent HSE06 hybrid functional calculations, it152

was found that LaAs is a semiconductor with a small indi-153

rect band gap of 0.12 eV.47 However, these HSE06 results154

did not include the effects of spin-orbit coupling. We per-155

formed test calculations using HSE06 without spin-orbit156

coupling, and find a gap of 0.01 eV.157

In our calculations, both DFT-GGA and HSE06 show158

an overlap between the La d band and As p bands indicat-159

ing that LaAs is a semimetal, in agreement with ARPES160

measurements.3,31 In the DFT-GGA calculations we find161

that the La d band touches the As p band near the X162

point, in agreement with previous results, while in the163

HSE06 this band inversion does not occur, with a sepa-164

ration of ∼0.3 eV between the As p band and La d band165

near the X point.166

Therefore, LaAs is predicted to show different behav-167

ior, depending on the functional used in the calcula-168

tions. In DFT-GGA, it is predicted to be topological169

semimetal, while in HSE06, LaAs is predicted to be a170

normal, topologically trivial semimetal. We note that171

ARPES measurements3,31 in LaAs bulk shows the ab-172

sence of any band crossing in the band structure, in173

agreement our with HSE06 calculations, and in contrast174

to DFT-GGA which overestimates the overlap between175

the As p and La d bands.176

For comparison, we show in Figure 2 the band struc-177

tures of LaAs, LaSb, and LaBi calculated using HSE06.178

LaBi, LaSb and LaAs are quite similar materials, in the179

sense that they share the same crystal structure and are180

non-magnetic members of the rare-earth monopnictide181

family. Thus, we expect their band structure to be sim-182

ilar. However, the spin-orbit coupling is much stronger183

in LaBi than in LaSb and LaAs, and the Bi p band is184
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TABLE I. Calculated carrier concentration n for the La-
V compounds using the HSE06 hybrid functional, includ-
ing spin-orbit coupling (SOC). Experimental results are also
listed for comparison..3–5,45,49,50

Material
a(Å) n(cm−3)

HSE06 Expt. HSE06 Expt.
LaAs 6.173 6.137 2.49x1019 4.60x1019

LaSb 6.514 6.488 1.44x1020 1.10x1020

LaBi 6.625 6.570 3.72x1020 3.78x1020

much higher in energy at Γ point than the Sb and As185

p bands. As consequence, the LaBi is predicted to be a186

topological semimetal with a crossing of the La d and Bi187

p bands near the X point, in agreement with previous188

calculations22,31 which clearly show the presence of three189

Dirac cones21,46 in the surface band structure, and also190

verified by ARPES measurements.21,31,32191

The calculated carrier densities in LaAs, LaSb and192

LaBi are listed in Table I. The results are in good193

agreement with experimental values.3–5,45,49,50 For LaSb,194

which experimentally is found on the verge of being195

a topological semimetal, we find a small separation of196

∼0.17 eV between the Sb p and the La d bands. For197

LaBi, our calculated band structure is in quantitative198

agreement with the reported ARPES results.31199

In general, applying pressure to a material will change200

its bond lengths and, consequently, band width and band201

gap, without any sort of chemical doping or stoichiometry202

modification. At ambient conditions, LaAs is stable in203

the rock-salt structure, shown in Figure 3(a), but it goes204

a structural phase transition under hydrostatic pressure,205

transforming to a body-centered tetragonal (bct) struc-206

ture, shown in Figure 3(b).207

We calculate the enthalpy of LaAs in these two crystal208

structures for a wide range of pressures. The structure209

with minimum enthalpy for a given pressure will be the210

most stable structure at that pressure. Enthalpy is de-211

fined as H = E + PV , where E is the total energy, P212

is pressure and V is volume of unit cell. The enthalpy213

of both structures increases with increase in pressure,214

but the enthalpy of the rock-salt structure rises faster215

than that of the bct structure. We find that at around 20216

GPa, the rock-salt structure becomes less stable than the217

(bct) structure, as shown in Figure 3(c). This result is in218

good agreement with experimental observations.45 The219

change in relative volume of LaAs under applied pres-220

sure is shown in Figure 3(d) along with the experimental221

data.45222

We also compute the band structure of LaAs under223

different pressure conditions, for up to 10 GPa, focusing224

on the behavior of La d and As p bands near the Fermi-225

level. For the band structure calculations we limited our226

attention to the rock-salt structure as this is the stable227

crystal structure up to 20 GPa. We find that for up228

to 6 GPa, there is no sign of band inversion, and that229

starting at 7 GPa, the La d and As p bands cross near230

the X point. Therefore, we expect a topological phase231

transition in LaAs to occur at about 7 GPa. The band232

structure of LaAs along Γ-X direction for hydrostatic233

pressures of 6 GPa and 7 GPa are shown in Figure 4.234

To verify the non-trivial topology of the band structure235

of LaAs under pressure we also calculate the Z2 invariant.236

There are four Z2 invariant in the case of three dimen-237

sional materials. For a material with both time-reversal238

and inversion symmetry, such as LaAs in the rock-salt239

structure, the Z2 invariant can be calculated from the240

parities of all the occupied bands at the TRIM points,44241

through the relation:242

(−1)vo =

8∏
m=1

δm (1)

where the index ν0 defines the topological class of the243

material and δm is the parity product of all the occupied244

bands at the m-th TRIM point. The parity of a band can245

be determined by a symmetry analysis of the orbitals that246

compose it.247

For up to 6 GPa, the valence band of LaAs near the248

X point is derived from As p orbitals while the conduc-249

tion band is derived from La d (t2g) orbitals. At the X250

point, the parity of the As p band is X−
7 (odd), while251

the parity of the La d band is X+
7 (even). When the252

two bands cross at 7 Gpa, Figure 4(b), the parity is also253

switched at the X point. The parities of all the relevant254

bands at eight TRIM points just before the topological255

phase transition (6 GPa) and just after the phase tran-256

sition (7 GPa) are shown in Tables II and III. Hence,257

due to the inversion of the As p and La d bands at the258

X point, the Z2 topological invariant vo changes from259

0 to 1 making LaAs a non-trivial topological semimetal260

at applied pressure of 7 GPa. Since the As p and La d261

t2g bands belong to the same irreducible representation262

of the C4v double group, the band crossing opens up a263

gap when spin-orbit coupling is included, as shown in the264

inset of Figure 4(b). These results indicate that LaAs is265

not a Dirac semimetal, but due to the inversion of the266

two bands at X with opposite parities it can be classified267

simply as a non-trivial topological semimetal. The calcu-268

lated ν0 as a function of pressure, shown in Figure 4(d),269

switches from 0 to 1 at 7 GPa due to the band crossing270

near the X point.271272273

Magnetotransport measurements in LaAs bulk samples274

show XMR effects,3 although reduced in magnitude com-275

pared to LaSb and LaBi.31 In LaAs, the XMR is clearly276

unrelated to non-trivial band topology, as LaAs is not a277

topological semimetal at ambient pressure. This is sim-278

ilar to YSb, another rock-salt structure monopnictide,279

where XMR has been observed without any sign of non-280

trivial band topology.29 It was argued that XMR in YSb281

is caused by the difference in electron and hole mobilities,282

yet this conclusion relies on the simple semi classical two-283

band model.51,52 In topological semimetals such as LaBi,284

the observed XMR could be induced by the breaking of285
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FIG. 2. (color online) Electronic band structures of (a) LaAs (b) LaSb (c) LaBi calculated using the HSE06 hybrid functional
with spin-orbit coupling. The Fermi level is set to zero.
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FIG. 3. (color online) Crystal structures of LaAs: (a) ground-
state rock-salt structure and (b) body-centered tetragonal
(bct) structure. (c) Enthalpies of LaAs in rock-salt and tetrag-
onal structures as a function of pressure showing a transition
from rock-salt to bct at 20 GPa.(d) Relative changes in vol-
ume as a function of pressure in LaAs. The experimental data
were extracted from Ref. 45.

time reversal symmetry in the presence of magnetic field,286

yet a direct relationship is still missing since LaBi also287

shows electron-hole compensation and possibly large dif-288

ferences in electron and hole mobilities. Here, we find289

that LaAs is a topological semimetal under hydrostatic290
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functional.
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TABLE II. Parities at time reversal invariant momenta
(TRIM) points in the first Brillouin zone of LaAs in the rock-
salt crystal structure for all the occupied bands just before
the topological phase transition (6 GPa).

No. Γ L L L L X X X Total
1 - - - - - - - - +

3 - - - - - - - - +

5 - - - - - - - - +

7 + - - - - + + + +

9 - + + + + - - - +

11 - + + + + - - - +

13 - + + + + - - - +

Total + + + + + + + + +

TABLE III. Parities at time reversal invariant momenta
(TRIM) points in the first Brillouin zone of LaAs in the rock-
salt crystal structure for all the occupied bands after the topo-
logical phase transition (7 GPa).

No. Γ L L L L X X X Total
1 - - - - - - - - +

3 - - - - - - - - +

5 - - - - - - - - +

7 + - - - - + + + +

9 - + + + + - - - +

11 - + + + + - - - +

13 - + + + + + + + -

Total + + + + + - - - -

pressure of about 7 GPa. Studying the XMR effect as291

a function of pressure in LaAs could shed light on the292

evolution of the XMR with carrier concentration (which293

tends to increase with applied pressure) and the emer-294

gence of non-trivial band topology at 7 GPa, revealing295

the role of non-trivial topology in XMR.296

We investigated the electronic structure of LaAs using297

DFT-GGA and the screened hybrid functional HSE06.298

We showed that HSE06 calculations corrects the overes-299

timated overlap between valence and conduction bands300

compared to DFT-GGA. HSE06 correctly predicts no301

band inversion at the X, which makes LaAs a topolog-302

ically trivial semimetal, in agreement with the experi-303

ments under ambient pressure. The calculated charge304

carrier concentration is also in good agreement with ex-305

periments. The electronic band structure of LaAs can be306

tuned by applying pressure, and it becomes a topolog-307

ically non-trivial semimetal under hydrostatic pressure308

of ∼7 GPa. This pressure is well below the structural309

phase transition to a bct crystal structure which is pre-310

dicted to occur at ∼20 GPa. Therefore, LaAs can be a311

test material to find the relationship between electron-312

hole compensation and non-trivial topology as compet-313

ing models to explain the observed XMR in rare-earth314

monopnictides.315
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